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A B S T R A C T   

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder, well-known for its motor symptoms; however, it also 
adversely affects cognitive functions, including language, a highly important human ability. PD pathology is 
associated, even in the early stage of the disease, with alterations in the functional connectivity within cortico- 
subcortical circuitry of the basal ganglia as well as within cortical networks. Here, we investigated functional 
cortical connectivity related to spoken language processing in early-stage PD patients. We employed a patient- 
friendly passive attention-free paradigm to probe neurophysiological correlates of language processing in PD 
patients without confounds related to active attention and overt motor responses. MEG data were recorded from 
a group of newly diagnosed PD patients and age-matched healthy controls who were passively presented with 
spoken word stimuli (action and abstract verbs, as well as grammatically correct and incorrect inflectional forms) 
while focussing on watching a silent movie. For each of the examined linguistic aspects, a logistic regression 
classifier was used to classify participants as either PD patients or healthy controls based on functional con-
nectivity within the temporo-fronto-parietal cortical language networks. Classification was successful for action 
verbs (accuracy = 0.781, p-value = 0.003) and, with lower accuracy, for abstract verbs (accuracy = 0.688, p- 
value = 0.041) and incorrectly inflected forms (accuracy = 0.648, p-value = 0.021), but not for correctly 
inflected forms (accuracy = 0.523, p-value = 0.384). Our findings point to quantifiable differences in functional 
connectivity within the cortical systems underpinning language processing in newly diagnosed PD patients 
compared to healthy controls, which arise early, in the absence of clinical evidence of deficits in cognitive or 
general language functions. The techniques presented here may aid future work on establishing neurolinguistic 
markers to objectively and noninvasively identify functional changes in the brain’s language networks even 
before clinical symptoms emerge.   

1. Introduction 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder charac-
terised by progressive loss of the midbrain dopaminergic neurons, pri-
marily in the substantia nigra pars compacta, leading to a severe loss of 

nigrostriatal dopaminergic terminals, and subsequently, functional 
impairment of the basal ganglia (Dauer and Przedborski, 2003; Mullin 
and Schapira, 2015). PD pathology and neuronal degeneration are 
associated with intraneuronal accumulation of misfolded alfa-synuclein 
protein and the formation of Lewy bodies (Volpicelli-Daley et al., 2014; 
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Volpicelli-Daley et al., 2011). These pathological processes start many 
years before patients present with cardinal clinical motor symptoms 
such as rest tremor, bradykinesia and rigidity (Braak and Del Tredici, 
2009; Braak et al., 2002; Braak et al., 2003; Gaig and Tolosa, 2009). 

Over the last decade, a large body of neuroimaging studies have 
shown that PD pathology is associated with alterations of functional 
connectivity within the cortico-subcortical circuitry of the basal ganglia 
(Göttlich et al., 2013; Hacker et al., 2012; Helmich et al., 2010; Kim 
et al., 2017; Putcha et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2011), even in the early stages 
of the disease (Fang et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2014; Olde Dubbelink et al., 
2014; Olde Dubbelink et al., 2013). Furthermore, PD-related effects 
extend beyond the basal ganglia circuitry disrupting the functional 
connectivity at the cortical level (Amboni et al., 2015; Putcha et al., 
2015; Rowe et al., 2002; Teramoto et al., 2016). Longitudinal resting- 
state MEG studies have found that PD patients in the earliest clinical 
stages of the disease exhibit alterations in delta and alpha band func-
tional connectivity in the temporal cortical regions (Olde Dubbelink 
et al., 2013) as well as disruptions of whole-brain functional networks 
(Olde Dubbelink et al., 2014). These functional alterations evolved over 
time in a more widespread cortical patterns in association with the 
cognitive decline in these patients. Studies using functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) reported that, relative to healthy controls, PD 
patients showed aberrant functional connectivity of the motor cortical 
areas during resting state (Wu et al., 2011) as well as during motor 
sequence tasks (Rowe et al., 2002). Furthermore, fMRI and EEG studies 
in PD demonstrated that reduced functional connectivity within fron-
toparietal networks is associated with cognitive decline (Amboni et al., 
2015) as well as early executive dysfunction (Teramoto et al., 2016) in 
PD patients. Reduced functional connectivity of bilateral inferior pari-
etal cortex as well as the right medial temporal lobe was found in 
cognitively unimpaired PD patients (Tessitore et al., 2012). Addition-
ally, a recent meta-analysis found convergent evidence for abnormal 
resting-state functional connectivity of bilateral inferior parietal lobes in 
PD patients compared to healthy subjects and further suggested intrinsic 
connectivity of these regions as an early imaging biomarker of PD even 
before the motor symptoms. Importantly, some studies found altered 
cortico-subcortical connectivity of the right inferior parietal cortex as 
well as aberrant sensorimotor integration in high-risk groups for PD 
(Bäumer et al., 2007; Helmich et al., 2015). 

The basal ganglia are connected to many cortical areas, including the 
motor and premotor cortices via the motor circuit, as well as to the 
prefrontal cortex, namely the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the 
lateral orbitofrontal cortex, via the prefrontal associative circuits 
(Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Rodriguez-Oroz et al., 2009; Tekin and 
Cummings, 2002). It has been suggested that the dysfunction of this 
frontostriatal circuitry, caused by dopamine deficiency in PD, may 
compromise some aspects of language processing in PD patients (Birba 
et al., 2017), including action-related language (linguistic expressions 
related to motor or action contents; Bak, 2013; Cardona et al., 2013; 
Cardona et al., 2014), motor-language coupling (integration of action 
verb comprehension with ongoing manual actions; Cardona et al., 2013; 
García and Ibáñez, 2014; Ibáñez et al., 2013) as well as syntactic/ 
grammatical processing (Dominey and Inui, 2009; García et al., 2017; 
Ullman, 2004; Ullman, 2008). 

The processing of action-related language, in particular action verbs 
(such as kick or write), has been found to be deficient in PD patients, both 
in comprehension and production, as revealed by longer reaction times 
and lower performance accuracy for PD patients relative to healthy 
controls in behavioural tasks (e.g., action naming, action verb genera-
tion and comprehension; Bocanegra et al., 2015; Bocanegra et al., 2017; 
Boulenger et al., 2008; Fernandino et al., 2013; García et al., 2017; 
Herrera and Cuetos, 2012; Rodríguez-Ferreiro et al., 2009). PD patients 
have been shown to have impairments in processing action verbs 
compared to nouns (Bocanegra et al., 2015; Bocanegra et al., 2017; 
Boulenger et al., 2008; Rodríguez-Ferreiro et al., 2009) as well as 
compared to other verb categories, e.g. abstract verbs (Fernandino et al., 

2013). Some studies have reported selective impairment in processing 
specific types of action verbs depending on the level of motion content 
(Bocanegra et al., 2017; Herrera et al., 2012b). These deficits have been 
found in early-stage PD irrespective of executive dysfunction (Bocanegra 
et al., 2015; Fernandino et al., 2013; García et al., 2017; Ibáñez et al., 
2013; Rodríguez-Ferreiro et al., 2009). 

It has been suggested that the processing of action-related language 
engages several parallel networks connecting the prefrontal, motor and 
temporal cortices with the basal ganglia (Cardona et al., 2013; García 
and Ibáñez, 2014). Neuroimaging studies have shown that, relative to 
healthy controls, PD patients exhibit alterations in functional connec-
tivity between motor cortex and inferior frontal gyrus (Abrevaya et al., 
2017) as well as between frontal and temporal cortical regions (Melloni 
et al., 2015) during the processing of action verbs. In both studies, 
aberrant functional connectivity was associated with disruptions of the 
basal ganglia circuitry (Abrevaya et al., 2017; Melloni et al., 2015). 

Importantly, some studies have indicated that action-related lan-
guage processing and motor-language coupling may be impaired in early 
PD before the onset of executive dysfunction (Ibáñez et al., 2013), and 
that these aspects (assessed with action-sentence compatibility effects) 
can be particularly affected in PD but not in other motor diseases 
(Cardona et al., 2014). Hence, the deficit in action verb processing may 
potentially serve as a neurocognitive marker of early PD (Cardona et al., 
2013; García and Ibáñez, 2014; Ibáñez et al., 2013; Melloni et al., 2015). 

PD patients have also been shown to have impairments in processing 
different levels of grammatical information including syntax (e.g., 
structure of phrases, clauses or sentences) and morphosyntax (e.g., 
subject-verb agreement), both in comprehension and production (Arnott 
et al., 2005; Grossman et al., 1992; Grossman et al., 2003; Hochstadt 
et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2003). Grammatical processing requires 
sequential and hierarchical processing of linguistic information in brain 
structures including the prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia (Domi-
ney and Inui, 2009; Ullman, 2001; 2004), often with left-hemispheric 
lateralisation (Friederici et al., 2003b; Wilson et al., 2011). However, 
evidence on the neural correlates of syntactic processing in PD is scarce 
(Friederici et al., 2003a; Grossman et al., 2003). It has been shown that, 
compared to healthy controls, PD patients exhibit reduced activity in the 
prefrontal and right temporal cortices but also increased recruitment of 
the right inferior frontal gyrus during a sentence comprehension task 
(Grossman et al., 2003). Furthermore, an electrophysiological study by 
Friederici et al. (2003a) found aberrant neural responses reflecting late 
processes of syntactic integration of sentences in PD patients compared 
to controls, while the neural responses reflecting early automatic syn-
tactic processes were relatively similar between the groups. The authors 
suggested that the damage in the cortico-subcortical network of basal 
ganglia in PD does not affect early automatic syntactic parsing during 
comprehension, but rather disrupts later syntactic integration (Frieder-
ici et al., 2003a). Interestingly, a recent study found that while asymp-
tomatic individuals with a genetic risk for developing PD showed intact 
executive functions, they exhibited deficient processing of certain syn-
tactic aspects that depend on grammatical mechanisms with minimal 
working memory reliance (identifying functional roles within predi-
cates; García et al., 2017). 

Taken together, there is converging evidence indicating that both 
action verb processing (Cardona et al., 2013; Cardona et al., 2014; 
García and Ibáñez, 2014; Ibáñez et al., 2013; Melloni et al., 2015) and 
syntactic processing (Dominey and Inui, 2009; García et al., 2017) are 
associated with cortico-subcortical circuits of the basal ganglia which 
may be partially disrupted in early PD prior to executive dysfunction and 
clinical manifestations (García et al., 2017; Ibáñez et al., 2013). 
Furthermore, PD literature points to abnormal cortico-cortical connec-
tivity during processing of action verbs (Abrevaya et al., 2017; Melloni 
et al., 2015). More evidence comes from resting state studies reporting 
diverse alterations in the functional connectivity of cortico-subcortical 
networks and within cortical networks in the earliest clinical stages of 
PD (Olde Dubbelink et al., 2014; Olde Dubbelink et al., 2013), before 
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cognitive impairments (Tessitore et al., 2012) and even preceding the 
emergence of clinical symptoms (Bäumer et al., 2007; Helmich et al., 
2015). 

Building on the aforementioned literature, it is plausible to 
hypothesise that cortico-cortical connectivity associated with the pro-
cessing of action verbs and syntax may be altered early in PD prior to 
clinical evidence of cognitive or language impairments. Starting from 
this premise, we set out in the present study to investigate functional 
cortical connectivity of spoken language processing in early-stage PD 
patients using magnetoencephalography (MEG). The use of MEG allows 
disentangling of the rapidly evolving neural processes associated with 
the access of lexico-semantic and morphosyntactic information during 
speech processing with a temporal resolution on the millisecond scale, 
which is particularly important for such a highly dynamic function as 
language. The central question was whether early-stage PD patients, 
compared to healthy controls, would exhibit different functional con-
nectivity within cortical language networks during processing of action 
verbs and morphosyntax. Crucially, these early-stage PD patients did not 
show significant deterioration in their general language or cognitive 
abilities in the clinical assessment. To answer this central question, we 
constructed classifiers to partition our subject population into PD pa-
tients and healthy controls based on the functional connectivity between 
brain regions previously identified as the core nodes of the cortical 
language system (Catani and Mesulam, 2008; Friederici, 2011; 2012; 
Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) and action-related semantic networks 
(Tomasello et al., 2017). 

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

Seventeen non-demented PD patients (nine males, mean age 66.2 ±
5.7, 14.5±2.8 years of education) and 15 healthy controls (five males, 
mean age 63.2 ± 4.4, 13.7 ± 2.4 years of education) participated in this 
study. All participants were right-handed native Danish speakers 
(handedness was assessed using Edinburgh Inventory; Oldfield, 1971). 
Participants’ overall cognitive functioning was assessed using the 
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA; Nasreddine et al., 2005), and 
their general language abilities were assessed using the Boston Naming 
Test (Kaplan et al., 1983), the Similarities test from the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale-IV (WAIS-IV; Wechsler, 2008) and the Semantic Ver-
bal Fluency test (produced items per one minute; Benton, 1968). No 
significant differences in gender, age or years of education were detected 
between the groups, neither were any group differences in the MoCA, 
Boston Naming Test, Similarities or Semantic Verbal Fluency scores (13 

controls vs. 13 PD patients2). None of the controls reported any history 
of neurological or psychiatric disorders or drug abuse. PD patients ful-
filled the United Kingdom PD Society Brain Bank criteria (Hughes et al., 
1992). Disease severity was evaluated using the motor section of the 
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale UPDRS-III (Fahn et al., 1987) 
and the calculated Hoehn and Yahr staging (Hoehn and Yahr, 1967). All 
patients were at early stages of the disease (mean of disease duration 
2.8 ± 1.7 years), and none of them had any psychiatric conditions or 
other neurological disorders. Patients were undergoing anti-
parkinsonian therapy at the time of testing. Recent conversion factors 
were used to calculate Levodopa equivalent dosage (LEDD; Tomlinson 
et al., 2010). Demographic and clinical characteristics are listed in 
Table 1. All participants gave written consent. The study was approved 
by the Central Denmark Region Committees on Biomedical Research 
Ethics (Nr. 1-10-72-323-16) and was carried out in accordance with the 
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. 

2.2. Language stimuli 

The stimuli consisted of a set of spoken Danish words (see Table 2) 
including two action verbs (‘slikke’ [slegə] (to lick) and ‘spytte’ [sbødə] 
(to spit)) and two abstract verbs (‘slutte’ [sludə] (to end) and ‘svække’ 
[svεgə] (to weaken)). Abstract verbs were mainly used as a reference/ 
control condition for the action verbs to allow better interpretation of 
the results. Additionally, an acoustically counterbalanced set of pseu-
dowords was created by re-combining the same first and second sylla-
bles of the real verbs (i.e. ‘*slitte’ [sledə], ‘*spykke’ [sbøgə], ‘*slukke3’ 
[slugə] and ‘*svætte’ [svεdə]). The stimuli were chosen to ensure a 
counterbalanced design where the same first syllables (‘sli-’ [sle],‘spy-’ 
[sbø], ‘slu-’ [slu], ‘svæ-’ [svε]) were equally present in words and 
pseudowords, and the same second syllables (here, ‘-kke’ [-gə] and ‘-tte’ 
[-də]) were used in action verbs, abstract verbs and pseudowords alike. 
This was implemented in order to balance the acoustic properties of 
stimulus groups and to ensure that the full recognition of the word forms 
was only possible after the second syllable onset, to which time point the 
brain responses were time-locked in the subsequent MEG analyses. The 
neural responses for pseudowords were not analysed as such. 

Morphosyntactic stimuli were created exploiting the Danish 
morphology where the definiteness of nouns is expressed, depending on 
the noun gender (neuter/common), by adding the morphemes -(e)t [(ə) 
d] (neuter gender) or -(e)n [(ə)n] (common gender) as suffixes. Thus, 

Table 1 
Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants. Values are given as mean (±SD). For the four neuropsychological tests denoted by asterisks (*) data were 
available only for 13 out of 17 PD patients and 13 out of 15 controls.   

PD patients Healthy controls t-test p-value 

Gender 9 males, 8 females 5 males, 10 females t(29.83) = 1.11  0.28 
Age 66.24 (5.68) 63.20 (4.43) t(29.58) = 1.69  0.10 
Education 14.50 (2.82) 13.73 (2.44) t(29.95) = 0.77  0.44 
MoCA* 27.08 (1.98) 26.92 (2.53) t(22.67) = 0.17  0.86 
Boston Naming Test* 28.54 (1.20) 28.69 (1.25) t(22.94) = 2.97  0.10 
WAIS-IV Similarities* 23.92 (4.03) 27.00 (5.02) t(22.21) = 0.92  0.35 
Semantic Verbal Fluency (animals)* 25.62 (6.95) 27.92 (5.19) t(23.96) = 0.10  0.75 
Disease duration (by 2018) 2.82 (1.67)    
Calculated H&Y 2.63 (0.61)    
UPDRS total 34.13 (10.80)    
Levodopa equivalent daily dose LEDD (mg) 376.96 (209.60)     

2 Due to logistic difficulties in testing, neuropsychological data could not be 
obtained for a small subset of participants (4 PD patients and 2 healthy 
controls).  

3 Note that the spelling ‘slukke’ actually refers to a real Danish verb (to turn 
off), but that verb is pronounced [slɔgə] and hence, the word form that is 
pronounced [slugə] (here indicated by an asterisk ‘*slukke’) and used in this 
experiment is a pseudoword in Danish. 
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four nouns were chosen (‘stykke’ [sdøgə] (piece), ‘slot’ [slʌt] (castle), 
‘stok’ [sdʌg] (stick) and ‘skytte’ [sgødə] (shooter)). Each of these nouns 
were cross-spliced with the correct inflectional morpheme (either -(e)t 
or -(e)n) to construct the correct morphosyntactic inflection expressing 
the definiteness of that particular noun. This resulted in four correct 
inflections (‘stykket’, ‘slottet’, ‘stokken’, ‘skytten’). The grammatically 
incorrect inflectional counterparts were constructed by cross-splicing 
each of the nouns with the incorrect inflectional morpheme (either 
-(e)t or -(e)n). The resulting incorrect inflections were ‘*stykken’, 
‘*slotten’, ‘*stokket’, ‘*skyttet’. Note that identical base forms and suffixes 
were used in both sets of stimuli assuring that any correlates of mor-
phosyntactic processing corresponding to correct or incorrect affixation 
were not differentially affected by acoustic stimulus properties. 

The stimuli were made based on a digital recording (44.1 kHz, 32 bit) 
of a male native speaker of Danish. The first syllables were uttered with a 
following [-ə], separated by a silent gap (e.g., ‘sty-e’ [sdøʔə]). The sec-
ond syllables (‘-kke’, ‘-tte’) were pronounced with a preceding schwa- 
sound [ə-] in order to avoid co-articulation biases in the final word 
stimuli. The morphosyntactic suffixes were produced with the preceding 
second syllables (e.g. ‘[ə]tten’ or ‘[ǝ]kket’). The stimuli were selected 
from several utterances and the original syllables were normalised by 
maximal peak amplitude. The redundant vowels following the first 
syllables were cut off, after which the first syllables were matched to 
have a duration of 315 ms (including 15-ms fade-in and fade-out enve-
lopes), F0 of 100 Hz and equal loudness (estimated as total RMS). The 
two second syllable items were extracted from the preceding [ǝ-], 

matched for duration of 140 ms (with a 15-ms fade-out) and F0 of 
135 Hz. The suffixed second syllables were created by splicing the 
extracted ‘-t’ and ‘-n’ suffixes of 110 ms duration (with 15-ms fade-out) 
onto the prepared ‘-kke’ and ‘-tte’ items at 60 ms, resulting in four syl-
lables of 170 ms duration. Loudness of all second syllables was matched, 
after which a 3 dB decrease was applied to ensure a natural Danish stress 
pattern between the first and second syllables. Finally, the verb, noun, 
and pseudoword stimuli were constructed by cross-splicing each first 
syllable with the appropriate second syllable, separated by a 35-ms si-
lent gap. Stimuli were edited using Praat 6.0.43 (Boersma and Weenink, 
2018) and Adobe Audition CC (Adobe Inc., San Jose, CA). 

2.3. Stimulus presentation 

For stimulus presentation we adapted the so-called equiprobable 
paradigm, optimised for patient-friendliness, presentation time, and the 
number of linguistic contrasts tested simultaneously, as shown in pre-
vious MEG research using healthy participants (Hyder et al., 2020). 
Stimuli were presented in two sequences. In one sequence (lexical se-
mantics condition), action and abstract verbs and matching pseudo-
words were presented equiprobably with 100 repetitions for each 
stimulus item (800 trials in total). Similarly in the other sequence 
(morphosyntactic condition), the correct and incorrect morphosyntactic 
forms were presented equiprobably with 100 repetitions for each stim-
ulus item (800 trials in total). The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 
jittered between 1050 and 1150 ms with a mean of 1100 ms. Thus, the 

Fig. 1. An illustration of the experimental paradigm. A: Action and abstract verbs and matching pseudowords were presented equiprobably with 100 repetitions for 
each stimulus item in a pseudo-randomised fashion (randomisation was done on subsequent trains of 40 stimuli such that two identical tokens were never presented 
immediately after each other). B: Correct and incorrect morphosyntactic forms were presented in the same fashion (equiprobably and pseudo-randomly with 100 
repetitions for each stimulus item). The stimulus-onset-asynchrony (SOA) was jittered between 1050 and 1150 ms with a mean of 1100 ms. The total duration of each 
sequence was ~15 min. 

Table 2 
Stimuli. Asterisks (*) denote pseudowords.  

Lexico-semantic condition Words Pseudowords 

Action verbs slikke [slegə] (to lick) 
spytte [sbødə] (to spit) 

*slitte [sledə] 
*spykke [sbøgə] 

Abstract verbs slutte [sludə] (to end) 
svække [svεgə] (to weaken) 

*slukke [slugə] 
*svætte [svεdə] 

Morphosyntactic condition Correct morphosyntax Incorrect morphosyntax 
Concrete nouns stykket [sdøgəd] (the piece) 

slottet [slʌdəd] (the castle) 
*stykken [sdøgən] 
*slotten [slʌdən] 

stokken [sdʌgən] (the stick) 
skytten [sgødən] (the shooter) 

*stokket [sdʌgəd] 
*skyttet [sgødəd]  
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total duration of each sequence was ~15 minutes, ensuring maximal 
patient comfort. All stimuli were pseudo-randomly presented (ran-
domisation was done on subsequent trains of 40 stimuli to ensure a 
relatively even stimulus distribution across each sequence) such that 
two identical tokens were never presented immediately after each other 
(Fig. 1). 

2.4. Procedure 

MEG data were recorded in an electromagnetically shielded and 
acoustically isolated room (Vacuum Schmelzer Gmbh, Hanau, Ger-
many). For each participant, the individual hearing threshold was esti-
mated before starting the recording to ensure that the sound level among 
all participants was subjectively similar. Throughout the MEG session, 
auditory stimuli were presented at 40–50 dB (adjusted for patient’s in-
dividual comfort) above the individual hearing threshold using in-ear 
tubes (Etymotic ER-30). Stimuli were presented using Neuro-
behavioral Systems Presentation v16 (www.neurobs.com). During the 
MEG recording, participants were comfortably lying down on a non- 
magnetic patient bed without any task or any effort required from 
them. Participants were instructed to pay no attention to the presented 
auditory stimuli and to focus on watching a silent movie. The movie was 
displayed through a mirror projection screen placed at a suitable dis-
tance. Both stimulus sequences were divided into two sub-blocks of 
~7.5 minutes each with a short break (1–2 min) in-between to prevent 
fatigue. The order of the presentation of the four sub-blocks was rand-
omised within each group. 

2.5. Magnetoencephalographic recordings 

MEG measurements were carried out using a CE-approved Elekta 
Neuromag Triux MEG system (Elekta Neuromag Oy, Helsinki, Finland). 
MEG data were recorded from 306 channels (102 magnetometers and 
204 planar gradiometers) at 1000 Hz sampling rate with online high- 
pass and low-pass filtering at 0.01 Hz and 330 Hz, respectively. In 
addition, bipolar electrocardiogram (ECG) and two bipolar electroocu-
lograms (horizontal and vertical EOG) were recorded to detect artifacts 
caused by heartbeats and eye movements. A continuous tracking of the 
participants’ head position and movement was done using four head 
position identification (HPI) coils. Prior to the MEG measurement, the 
positions of these HPI coils on the participant’s head were digitised 
along with the three cardinal landmarks (nasion and pre-auricular 
points) and additional scalp and facial points using a Polhemus FAS-
TRAK setup (Polhemus, Vermont, USA). 

2.6. MEG data preprocessing 

For the first offline preprocessing step, MaxFilter v.2.2.15 Elekta 
Neuromag software was used (with subspace correlation limit of 0.96 
and length of data buffering of 32 s) to reduce the noise from magnetic 
sources outside the head by applying the spatiotemporal signal-space 
separation technique (tSSS; Taulu and Simola, 2006). Compensation 
for head movements was made using the mean of head positions 
measured by HPI coils at the beginning of each recording block. 
Continuous MEG data were then preprocessed using MNE-Python 
version 0.19 (Gramfort et al., 2013). Data were high-pass filtered at 
1 Hz and low-pass filtered at 40 Hz, which also removed power line 
noise (50 Hz) and its higher harmonics. 

Artifact correction was done by applying independent component 
analysis (ICA) on the filtered MEG data using the fastica algorithm 
(Hyvärinen, 1999) as implemented in MNE-Python. For each subject, 
the smallest number of components required to explain more than 95% 
of the cumulative variance of the data was used for ICA fitting. The 
control group had a mean of 35 ± 2.5 components and the PD group had 
a mean of 30 ± 3.7 components. Identification of ICA components 
related to heartbeats was done using the find_bads_ecg algorithm in MNE- 

Python with the ctps method by which the detection of the ECG com-
ponents is done using cross-trial phase statistics. Identification of ICA 
components related to eye movements was done using the find_bads_eog 
algorithm in MNE-Python which uses Pearson correlation between 
filtered EOG signal and filtered MEG data to detect EOG components. 
The automatic selection of ECG and EOG components was then checked 
visually to ensure the correct removal of artifactual components by 
plotting the interpolated magnetometers’ topographies of all ICA com-
ponents and verifying that the topographies of the selected components 
corresponded to eye blinks and heart beats. Further verification was 
done by plotting the time courses of the components and comparing 
them with the recorded ECG and EOG signals, after which the artifact 
components were removed from the data. The control group had a mean 
of 2.6 ± 0.6 rejected artifactual components and the PD group had a 
mean of 2.4 ± 0.8 rejected artifactual components. 

After ICA, the PD group had, on average, 0.9 ± 1.2 bad magnetom-
eters in the lexico-semantic sequence, 1.1 ± 1.3 bad magnetometers in 
the morphosyntactic sequence and no bad gradiometers in either of the 
two sequences. For the control group, there were on average 0.4 ± 0.9 
bad magnetometers in the semantics sequence, 0.6 ± 1.1 bad magne-
tometers in the morphosyntactic sequence, and no bad gradiometers in 
either of the two sequences. Data were then epoched from − 50 ms to 
1050 ms relative to stimulus onset with baseline correction at 0–350 ms 
(i.e., prior to word disambiguation point). Epochs with gradiometer 
amplitudes larger than 4000 (fT/cm) or magnetometer amplitudes 
larger than 4000 (fT) were rejected. For the PD group, a mean of 
1.2 ± 1.4 and 2.0 ± 2.5 epochs were discarded in the lexico-semantic 
and morphosyntactic sequences, respectively. For the control group, a 
mean of 0.8 ± 0.8 and 0.8 ± 1.1) epochs were removed from further 
analysis in the lexico-semantic and the morphosyntactic sequences, 
respectively. For each participant, event-related fields (ERFs) were 
created by averaging the epochs of each stimulus type separately. 

2.7. MRI data acquisition and processing 

For each participant, a T1-weighted structural image of the brain was 
acquired using a 3 T Siemens Prisma MR scanner (MP2RAGE sequence 
with parameters: TR = 5 s; TE = 2.98 ms; in-plane resolution = 1x1 
mm2; 176 sagittal slices, thickness = 1 mm; TI = 700|2500 ms (INV1| 
INV2); flip angle = 4|5 deg). The MP2RAGE UNI-images contain high- 

Fig. 2. A priori defined ROIs: primary auditory cortex and auditory belt (BA 
41 + BA 42), superior temporal (BA 22), anterior temporal (BA 38), middle 
temporal (BA 21) and, inferior frontal (pars opercularis BA 44, pars triangularis 
BA 45 and pars orbitalis BA 47) areas, angular gyrus (BA 39), supramarginal 
gyrus (BA 40), motor cortex (lateral segment of BA 4) and premotor cortex 
(lateral segment of BA 6). ROIs were defined bilaterally in both hemispheres on 
the basis of the PALS-B12 Brodmann Atlas parcellation of the cortical surface, 
as implemented in Freesurfer. 
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intensity background noise in areas outside and inside the skull. Tissue 
masks for air, bone, eyes and skin were first calculated for the INV2- 
image using the headreco utility in SimNIBS 2.1 (Nielsen et al., 2018). 
These were then applied to the UNI-image for inner skull surface 
extraction and tessellation. A single-layer Boundary Element Model 
(BEM) was thus created and used to compute the forward model for each 
participant. A surface-based source space was created on the estimated 
boundary surface between the white and grey matter using Freesurfer 
v6.0 (Dale et al., 1999). The decimated dipole grid had 4098 vertices in 
each hemisphere. 

2.8. Source reconstruction 

Source reconstruction was done using MNE-Python version 0.19. For 
each subject’s event-related responses, minimum norm source estima-
tion (MNE; Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994) was computed from all 
306 MEG sensors with loose orientation (0.2) and depth weighting (0.8) 
constraints. Further analysis was done by defining a priori regions-of- 
interest (ROIs; Fig. 2) within individual participants’ source space on 
the basis of the PALS-B12 Brodmann Atlas parcellation of the cortical 
surface as implemented in Freesurfer (Van Essen, 2005). ROIs were 
defined on the basis of existing models of structural and functional 
connectivity of language processing (Catani and Mesulam, 2008; Frie-
derici, 2011; 2012; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) as well as models of 
action semantic mechanisms (Tomasello et al., 2017), identifying 
fronto-temporo-parietal and precentral cortices related to language 
processing. Thus, our model included the following ROIs: primary 
auditory cortex and auditory belt (BA 41 + BA 42), superior temporal 
(BA 22), anterior temporal (BA 38), middle temporal (BA 21) and 
inferior frontal (pars opercularis BA 44, pars triangularis BA 45 and pars 
orbitalis BA 47) areas, angular gyrus (BA 39), supramarginal gyrus (BA 
40), motor cortex (lateral segment of BA 4), and premotor cortex (lateral 
segment of BA 6). In total, we defined 18 bilateral ROIs (i.e., 9 ROIs in 
each hemisphere). For each participant’s source estimation, we extrac-
ted time series within each ROI using the pca_flip method as imple-
mented in MNE-Python. This method applies singular vector 
decomposition (SVD) to the time series of the estimated sources within 
each ROI and uses the sign-adjusted and scaled first right-singular vector 
as the ROI’s time course. Scaling is done such that the power of the 
extracted time series equals the average power of all the time series at all 
vertices within the ROI. Sign adjustment is done based on the normal 
vectors at all vertices and the first left-singular vector. This method was 
mainly used to avoid random phase flipping in the extracted time series, 
and thus minimise signal cancellation. 

2.9. Classification of PD patients and controls 

Classification of PD patients and healthy controls was done based on 
the four word types independently. We tested if we could classify PD 
patients and healthy controls based on the correlation between the 

extracted time series from the ROIs during the processing of: (1) action 
verbs, (2) abstract verbs, (3) grammatically correct inflectional forms, 
and (4) grammatically incorrect inflectional forms. For each subject, a 
Spearman correlation coefficient was computed (while keeping the sign 
of the coefficient) for each pair of the extracted time series in source 
space, i.e., the extracted time series of source activity in each ROI was 
correlated with the time series of each of the other ROIs. Thus, for the 18 
ROIs in our model, there were 153 different combinations of ROIs 
resulting in 153 correlation coefficients per subject. The correlation 
coefficients were computed starting at the word disambiguation point, i. 
e., at the onset of the second syllable of each stimulus. The calculation of 
correlation coefficients was done for each word type independently. 

2.9.1. Classification pipeline 
The classifier pipeline was constructed in MNE-Python using scikit- 

learn 0.22 (Abraham et al., 2014; Pedregosa et al., 2011). Classification 
features (153 correlation coefficients) were standardised (z-scored); the 
standardisation was done across all subjects (PD patients and controls). 
To avoid overfitting, the classification was cross-validated across all 
subjects. This was done by taking one subject (PD patient or control) as 
the test set and training the classifier on the rest of the subjects. The 
process was repeated until all participants had been used as test sets. 

To reduce the dimensionality of the feature space comprising 153 
features, we used a feature selection algorithm which selects features 
(according to a specific percentile) with the highest classification ac-
curacy. Therefore, classification was done in two steps. The first step was 
to optimise the hyperparameter of the feature selection algorithm 
(percentile of features). This was done by performing a grid search to 
find the best percentile of features that yielded the highest classification 
accuracy across all subjects. The grid search spanned from 2% to 100% 
of the original feature space (153 features) with a step of 1% and was 
cross-validated across subjects. The second step consisted of two sub- 
steps and was cross-validated across subjects: First, feature selection 
was done by selecting the percentage of features according to the 
percentile found in the first step; second, a logistic regression classifier 
(C = 1, penalty = ‘L2’, solver = ‘L-BFGS’) was fitted using the selected 
features. We opted for logistic regression as it is a widely used linear 
classifier, and linear classifiers have been shown to perform better than 
non-linear classifiers on neural data (Misaki et al., 2010). 

The statistical significance of the classification accuracy for each 
word type was tested using permutation tests (number of permutations: 
5000, scoring: the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve 
(ROC-AUC; Hand and Till, 2001) and cross-validation with 10 stratified 
folds (Varoquaux et al., 2017)). 

For the visualisation of the classifier performance for each word type, 
a normalised confusion matrix was computed and the precision and 
recall were calculated for each condition (see Table 3). 

Table 3 
Results of classification and evaluation of the classifier performance for each word type for PD and healthy controls (HC) using normalised confusion matrices and 
precession-recall metrics (the results of all variants for each word type are concatenated in each of the 4 confusion matrices).   

Predicted PD Predicted HC Precision Recall Accuracy score 

Action verbs (p-value ¼ 0.003) 
True PD 82% 18% 0.785 0.733 0.781 
True control 27% 73% 

Abstract verbs (p-value ¼ 0.041) 
True PD 76% 24% 0.692 0.600 0.688 
True control 40% 60% 

Correct morphosyntactic forms (p-value ¼ 0.384) 
True PD 56% 44% 0.491 0.483 0.523 
True control 52% 48% 

Incorrect morphosyntactic forms (p-value ¼ 0.021) 
True PD 68% 32% 0.627 0.616 0.648 
True control 38% 62%  
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Fig. 3. Illustration of coefficients from the fitted lo-
gistic regression model for the action verb condition, 
depicted as colour-coded lines connecting respective 
areas. The values (coded as colour intensity) indicate 
the contribution to the overall class prediction: higher 
coefficient values in the red connections contribute 
more to classifying a participant as a healthy control 
(HC) and higher coefficient values in the blue con-
nections contribute more to classifying a participant 
as a PD patient (PD). (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   

Fig. 4. Illustration of coefficients from the fitted lo-
gistic regression model for the abstract verb condition 
depicted as colour-coded lines connecting respective 
areas. The values (coded as colour intensity) indicate 
the contribution to the overall class prediction: higher 
coefficient values in the red connections contribute 
more to classifying a participant as a healthy control 
(HC) and higher coefficient values in the blue con-
nections contribute more to classifying a participant 
as a PD patient (PD). (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   
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3. Results 

In the following, we report the group classification results for each 
word type separately. Classification results for all word types are pro-
vided in Table 3. Full list of correlation coefficients from PD patients and 
controls are reported in supplemental data (Table S1). 

3.1. Action verbs 

Classification using action verb responses was significant (p = 0.003) 
with an accuracy of 0.781. The calculated confusion matrix revealed 
that 73% of the data from controls and 82% of the data from PD patients 
were predicted correctly, hence, a total of 78% of the data from both 
groups was predicted correctly (recall = 0.733 and precision = 0.785) 
(see Table 3). The selected features (see Fig. 3) comprised 7% of the 
original feature space (i.e., 10 out of 153 connections). 

3.2. Abstract verbs 

Classification using abstract verb responses was also significant 
(p = 0.041) with an accuracy of 0.688. The calculated confusion matrix 
revealed that 60% of the data from controls and 76% of the data from PD 
patients were predicted correctly, hence, a total of 69% of the data from 
both groups was predicted correctly (recall = 0.6 and precision = 0.692) 
(see Table 3). The selected features (see Fig. 4) comprised 12% of the 
original feature space (i.e., 19 out of 153 connections). 

3.3. Correct morphosyntactic forms 

No significant classification results were found for the correct mor-
phosyntactic forms condition (p = 0.384). The calculated confusion 
matrix revealed that 48% of the data from controls and 56% of the data 
from PD patients were predicted correctly (recall = 0.483 and preci-
sion = 0.491) (see Table 3). 

3.4. Incorrect morphosyntactic forms 

Classification using responses to incorrect morphosyntactic forms 
was significant (p = 0.021) with an accuracy of 0.648. The calculated 
confusion matrix revealed that 62% of the data from controls and 68% of 
the data from PD patients were predicted correctly, hence, a total of 65% 
of the data from both groups was predicted correctly (recall = 0.616 and 
precision = 0.627) (see Table 3). The selected features see (Fig. 5) 
comprised 58% of the original feature space (i.e., 89 out of 153 
connections). 

4. Discussion 

Using machine learning, we have demonstrated that newly diag-
nosed PD patients differ from healthy age-matched controls in the 
functional connectivity within the cortical networks active during 
automatic processing of spoken language. Differences in connectivity 
were found in unilateral and cross-callosal connections between the 
tested frontal, temporal and inferior-parietal cortices. Our results indi-
cate that alterations in language network connectivity are present 
already in the early stages of PD, when overall cognitive functionality 
and verbal skills, such as naming, verbal conceptual reasoning and se-
mantic verbal fluency are still relatively intact, as indicated by standard 
neuropsychological tests. Below we discuss the results and their impli-
cations in more detail (see also Table 3 and Table S1). 

4.1. Classification based on action and abstract verbs 

We obtained good classification performance based on the functional 
cortical connectivity during action verb processing with an accuracy of 
0.781. With correct prediction of 78% of the full data across groups, 
action verbs showed numerically higher accuracy than the abstract 
verbs where PD patients and controls were classified with an accuracy of 
0.688 and correct prediction of 69% of the full data across groups. 

Fig. 5. Illustration of coefficients from the fitted lo-
gistic regression model for the incorrect morpho-
syntactic form condition depicted as colour-coded 
lines connecting respective areas. The values (coded 
as colour intensity) indicate the contribution to the 
overall class prediction: higher coefficient values in 
the red connections contribute more to classifying a 
participant as a healthy control (HC) and higher co-
efficient values in the blue connections contribute 
more to classifying a participant as a PD patient (PD). 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.)   
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Additionally, connections for the abstract verbs were more distributed 
relative to the more focal connectivity exhibited by the action verbs. 
These findings suggest more prominent differences in functional cortical 
connectivity for action verbs relative to abstract verbs processing and 
may help account for previous evidence from a behavioural study 
demonstrating that, compared to controls, PD patients were more 
impaired in processing action verbs than abstract verbs, which may be 
related to the use of the motor system (impaired in PD) in processing 
action-related referential semantics (Fernandino et al., 2013). 

4.2. Classification based on morphosyntax 

Our results showed that it was also possible to classify participants as 
PD patients and controls based on the functional cortical connectivity 
for automatic processing of incorrect morphosyntactic forms. The pro-
cessing of incorrect morphosyntax yielded an accuracy of 0.648 with 
correct prediction of 65% of the full data across groups, while no sig-
nificant classification results were obtained for the processing of correct 
morphosyntax. 

It has been suggested that early, automatic stages of syntactic pro-
cessing in PD is preserved (Friederici et al., 2003a; Longworth et al., 
2005) and that PD patients are able to access morphosyntactic infor-
mation in an automatic manner, but only for a short time which results 
in poor integrational processing due to the brief activation of this in-
formation (Arnott et al., 2005). In the context of automatic processing of 
grammar (when subjects’ attention is diverted away from language 
stimuli), healthy adults exhibit larger neural responses to grammatical 
violations relative to canonical contexts, which has been explained by 
morphosyntactic priming/pre-activation through existing connections 
between related morphemes or by an activation of an error-detection 
mechanism (Herrmann et al., 2009; Pulvermüller and Assadollahi, 
2007; Pulvermüller and Shtyrov, 2003; Shtyrov et al., 2003). Thus, it 
may be that automatic parsing of non-canonical contexts is associated 
with complex patterns of functional connectivity and that PD patients 
potentially process grammatical violations in a different (either deficient 
or more resource-demanding) way than controls do, whereas these 

effects do not arise for well-formed combinations whose processing may 
still be preserved, at least in the early stages of the disease investigated 
in the present study. 

4.3. Common functional connections across word types 

Some common functional connections were observed across the 
different significant word-type conditions (see Fig. 6). In the left hemi-
sphere, PD patients had lower correlation values relative to healthy 
controls in the connection between middle and superior temporal 
cortices during processing of action and abstract verbs as well as 
incorrect morphosyntax (see Table S1). In the right hemisphere, two 
common connections were observed between middle temporal cortex 
and inferior frontal gyrus as well as between middle temporal cortex and 
auditory cortex. For both connections, PD patients had lower correlation 
values relative to controls for action and abstract verbs as well as for 
processing incorrect morphosyntax (see Fig. 6 and Table S1). 

Functional interaction between the middle temporal cortex and the 
inferior frontal gyrus has previously been identified in both left and right 
hemispheres using combined anatomical and functional connectivity 
measures during spoken language comprehension in healthy adults 
(Saur et al., 2010). The functional connection between the middle 
temporal cortex and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex is mediated by 
the ventral pathways (Saur et al., 2008) and presumably plays a role in 
linking linguistic input to stored knowledge (Hagoort et al., 2004). On 
the other hand, the connection between the middle temporal cortex and 
the auditory cortex may reflect early auditory stages of speech percep-
tion (e.g., phonetic/phonological processing) as well as the mapping of 
phonological forms onto lexico-semantic representations. Hence, the 
observed differences between the two groups in theses connections 
across the three significant word-type conditions may suggest potential 
alterations in the functional connectivity of the temporal cortical regions 
associated with auditory language processing in newly diagnosed PD 
patients. At this stage this interpretation is still speculative and needs 
further investigations to be validated. 

The observed differences found in our study between PD patients and 

Fig. 6. Common features found across the three significant word-type conditions. PDs <HCs: lower correlation values for PD patients relative to controls. PDs > HCs: 
higher correlation values for PD patients relative to controls. 
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healthy controls emerging from the functional connectivity of the tem-
poral cortical regions do not fully align with findings from a previous 
fMRI study reporting no significant differences between controls and PD 
patients in the functional connectivity of the temporal seed during 
listening to action verbs and nouns (Abrevaya et al., 2017). However, in 
that study the temporal seed was defined in the posterior portion of the 
superior temporal gyrus and only in the left hemisphere, whereas dif-
ferences in the functional connectivity between PD patients and controls 
in our study were mainly found for the middle temporal cortex in both 
left and right hemispheres. Furthermore, the divergence between our 
findings and those of Abrevaya and colleagues may also be attributed to 
different experimental settings and language tasks, to variable patient 
populations, and to the fundamental differences between hemodynamic 
(fMRI) and electrophysiological (MEG) correlates of neural activity. 

Another common connection across the tested word types was found 
in the right hemisphere between the supramarginal gyrus and the 
anterior temporal cortex with PD patients exhibiting lower correlation 
values compared to those of controls for both verbs, but vice versa for 
the incorrect morphosyntactic forms. The right supramarginal gyrus 
showed a common connection also with the right inferior frontal gyrus. 
This fronto-parietal connection was weaker in PD patients compared to 
controls during processing of action verbs and incorrect morpho-
syntactic forms but was stronger for abstract verbs (see Fig. 6 and 
Table S1). The presence of differences in functional connections for the 
right supramarginal gyrus corroborates previous findings from a recent 
meta-analysis demonstrating that, relative to healthy subjects, PD pa-
tients show consistent alterations in resting-state functional connectivity 
of the right supramarginal gyrus across studies, highlighting the 
important role of this region in PD pathology (Tahmasian et al., 2017). 

4.4. Possible effects of dopaminergic medication on functional 
connectivity 

PD patients in this study were tested while they were on their normal 
doses of dopaminergic medication. Thus, the observed functional con-
nectivity in PD patients in our study may have been influenced not only 
by the disease as such, but also by their medication intake. If so, this may 
have affected the processing of action verbs the most since it is known to 
involve the motor circuits which, in turn, are directly affected by 
dopaminergic medication (Cardona et al., 2013; Herrera et al., 2012a; 
Herrera and Cuetos, 2012). 

Neuroimaging studies that have systematically investigated the ef-
fects of dopaminergic medication on action semantic processing in PD 
patients have demonstrated that levodopa (the most common PD 
medication) has a selective neuro-modulatory effect on action percep-
tion with increased activity in cortical areas including the premotor and 
motor cortical regions in relation to levodopa administration (De Letter 
et al., 2012; Péran et al., 2013). Furthermore, in our recent study we 
found that deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN-DBS) 
has selective influence on the neuromagnetic responses to action verbs 
relative to abstract verbs (Hyder et al., 2021). Together these findings 
suggest that processing of action verbs may benefit from the relative 
normalisation of the motor circuit activity induced by PD treatments. 
Such interpretation may account for the absence of discriminative 
functional connections between the motor, premotor and inferior frontal 
cortices in association with action verb processing in the present study. 
However, with the current experimental design this remains a specula-
tion and requires further investigation controlling for the effect of PD 
medication. To the best of our knowledge, no neuroimaging study has 
systematically investigated the effects of dopaminergic medication on 
grammatical processing, hence, it is difficult to speculate about the 
potential effects of dopaminergic medication on the functional connec-
tivity for morphosyntactic processing in PD patients, although, notably 
grammatical processing also involves frontostriatal circuitry (most 
importantly, inferior frontal gyrus; Dominey and Inui, 2009; Ford et al., 
2013). 

Neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that antiparkinsonian 
medication induces functional reorganisation at the cortical and 
subcortical levels in PD patients (Tahmasian et al., 2015). Furthermore, 
several studies have reported that antiparkinsonian medication en-
hances the functional connectivity within the sensorimotor network, 
particularly in the supplementary motor area (Esposito et al., 2013), as 
well as in the attention system (between the frontoparietal and the 
default mode networks; Dang et al., 2012). Such enhanced functional 
integration in PD patients during the intake of antiparkinsonian medi-
cation seems to be a consistent finding (Prodoehl et al., 2014). This 
evidence may partly account for the increased functional connectivity 
observed in PD patients compared to controls in some of the connections 
found in this study. 

4.5. Functional connectivity in early-stage PD patients 

Taken together, our findings show differences between early-stage 
PD patients and controls in functional cortical connectivity during 
automatic processing of spoken words. The functional connections 
observed across the different word types examined in this study indicate 
that, compared to controls, PD patients exhibit both reduced and 
increased functional connectivity between the tested temporal, inferior- 
parietal and frontal cortical regions during automatic verb processing as 
well as during the parsing of morphosyntactic violations. 

It has been suggested that the initial disruption of the basal ganglia 
function due to dopamine deficiency is countered by compensatory 
processes and increased connectivity in other brain regions (Tahmasian 
et al., 2017). Increased resting state functional connectivity has been 
found in cognitively unimpaired PD patients suggesting that it may be an 
initial manifestation of altered brain function prior to cognitive decline 
(Gorges et al., 2015). The hyper-connectivity state in PD patients with 
normal cognition may thus reflect early compensatory or adaptive 
mechanisms to recruit other, less affected brain regions to maintain 
normal cognitive functions as long as possible (Gorges et al., 2015). Such 
findings may partly explain the increased connectivity observed in some 
functional connections in the early-stage PD patients compared to the 
controls in our study (however, see also the previous section 4.4 for a 
partly complementary explanation). 

Cognitive decline in PD patients may be associated with transient 
processes from the hyper- toward the hypo-connectivity state (Gorges 
et al., 2015). Reduced functional connectivity within the frontoparietal 
network has been previously implicated in cognitive impairments 
(Amboni et al., 2015) as well as in early executive dysfunction (Ter-
amoto et al., 2016) in PD patients. Evidence from a longitudinal MEG 
study demonstrated that, relative to healthy subjects, PD patients in the 
earliest clinical stages of the disease show reduced delta-band connec-
tivity but increased alpha-band connectivity in the temporal cortical 
regions (Olde Dubbelink et al., 2013). With the progression of the dis-
ease, reduction in alpha-band connectivity was observed with a more 
widespread cortical pattern in association with the cognitive decline in 
these patients (Olde Dubbelink et al., 2013). Since our PD patients did 
not differ significantly from the healthy controls on cognitive and gen-
eral language measures, a plausible interpretation of the observed 
hyper- and hypo-connectivity in PD patients relative to controls in this 
study is that they reflect PD-related functional reorganisation which can 
be detected at an early stage of the disease prior to any clinical evidence 
of cognitive or language dysfunctions. This suggestion requires further 
investigations which should involve more elaborate testing of different 
cognitive skills. 

As already mentioned, dopaminergic medication may have exerted 
different effects on different cortical regions in our study. Whether 
testing PD patients in their “off” state (i.e., without influence of their 
dopaminergic medication) would have made the differences in func-
tional connectivity between the two groups even more apparent or 
altered them somehow, is an open question. Thus, our findings do not 
directly generalise to unmedicated PD patients, which can be addressed 
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in future studies. 
Finally, inter-hemispheric connections were also observed. Despite 

the unilateral nature of the motor symptoms at the onset of PD indi-
cating a potential imbalance in the neural activity between the two 
hemispheres (Cronin-Golomb, 2010), little is known about the inter- 
hemispheric functional connectivity in PD. Some fMRI studies have 
shown that PD patients exhibit reduced homotopic resting state func-
tional connectivity in some cortical areas including supramarginal 
gyrus, motor cortex and primary somatosensory cortex (Luo et al., 
2015). Furthermore, reduced functional connectivity between non- 
homotopic cortical regions including the right inferior frontal gyrus 
and left motor cortex has been found in PD patients with levodopa- 
induced dyskinesia in the ‘on’ state of antiparkinsonian medication 
(Cerasa et al., 2015), suggesting that alterations in inter-hemispheric 
coordination may play an important role in the pathophysiology of 
PD. Whether inter-hemispheric connections observed in our study 
reflect PD-related functional reorganisation detected at an early stage of 
the disease is an open question and such an interpretation must be 
treated with caution. 

4.6. Limitations 

Whereas the current data present significant new findings regarding 
the functional state of neurocognitive systems (language in particular) in 
early-stage PD patients, who overall exhibit no cognitive or language 
deficits, the present study is not without some limitations. A potential 
limitation of this study is a relatively small cohort of the participants 
caused by the restrictions involved in recruiting clinical populations; 
that said, other studies have used similar or even smaller samples of PD 
patients and controls and still obtained robust findings (Abrevaya et al., 
2017; Ibáñez et al., 2013; Melloni et al., 2015; Péran et al., 2009). This 
limitation is partly also due to our strict quality control over the inclu-
sion of early-stage PD patients and age-matched controls, which is also a 
strength of this study. 

One other important aspect to mention is the relatively small number 
of stimulus items included. Balancing between ecological validity and 
strict control over stimulus features is an inherent challenge, which 
strongly influences decisions regarding experimental designs. Since we 
focused on pre-attentive electrophysiological responses to language 
stimuli (which are strongly affected by basic stimulus features, and any 
physical or psycholinguistic variance can confound or even invalidate 
findings), we employed a carefully selected set of stimulus items in each 
condition to ensure a counterbalanced stimulus design in which both 
acoustic and psycholinguistic properties of the stimuli were strictly 
controlled and balanced (Pulvermüller and Shtyrov, 2006). 

Our analyses are based on a priori selected regions-of-interest (ROIs). 
It has been demonstrated that the choice of ROIs and connectivity es-
timators influence the functional interactions across brain regions 
(Dimitriadis et al., 2018). Similar to the current study, previous studies 
of functional brain connectivity during language-related tasks in PD 
patients and healthy adults have focused their analysis on regions 
typically engaged during language processing (Abrevaya et al., 2017; 
Saur et al., 2010). The purpose of our restricted analysis was mainly to 
allow for the classification of the two groups based on the functional 
connectivity between cortical regions that are known to be involved in 
language processing in general, and that are particularly implicated in 
the functional and structural connectivity models of language process-
ing. Thus, this approach ensured that the results can be more plausibly 
attributed to language processing per se than to any general differences 
that are likely to emerge with a whole-brain approach. Nevertheless, as 
restricting the analysis to pre-defined ROIs inherently limits the space 
for establishing connections, we emphasise the necessity of further in-
vestigations using less restricted (e.g., whole-brain) analysis, which may 
potentially also be expanded to include oscillatory measures in different 
frequency bands (Jensen et al., 2019). 

The lack of a behavioural task in the MEG was mainly due to our 

requirement of registering the neural responses to the linguistic input 
with minimal confounds related to attention and overt behavioural re-
sponses (e.g., button presses) that may be problematic for PD patients. A 
thorough language assessments of the participants could not be carried 
out for logistical reasons. Especially valuable would be to test for verb 
and morphosyntactic comprehension and production with standardised 
neuropsychological tests to assess these functions relative to normative 
performance, and then correlate the individual performance in the tasks 
with various neural measures. 

A final limitation, as discussed before, is that PD patients in this study 
were tested while being under medication. Further replications of this 
study comparing patients in medicated and un-medicated states could 
provide important insights into PD-related functional cortical alter-
ations and the possible effects of pharmaceutical treatments. 

5. Conclusion 

Overall, our findings provide evidence of differences in functional 
connectivity within the cortical systems underpinning language pro-
cessing in newly diagnosed PD patients compared to healthy controls. 
They involve distributed networks including temporal, frontal and 
inferior-parietal cortices of both hemispheres and show successful 
classification results for the processing of action verbs, abstract verbs 
and morphosyntactic violations. Crucially, the results could be obtained 
in the absence of attention and stimulus-related tasks in a relatively 
simple, short and patient-friendly MEG recording session. The tech-
niques presented here lay the ground for future work on establishing 
neurolinguistic markers to objectively and noninvasively identify func-
tional alterations in language brain networks even before any clinical 
manifestations. Future replications and extensions of the present study 
with larger cohorts of participants and complementary methodological 
approaches are needed in order to fully understand the extents of its 
generalisability and potential applicability in the clinical practice. 
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